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Under the premise of establishing a certain reserve power for frequency regulation, a
new energy power plant (NEPP) transformed by frequency regulation control can
participate in system frequency regulation. Considering the problem of cooperation
betweenmultiple NEPPs for reserve power for frequency regulation, this article presents
a joint frequency regulation reserve scheme spanning wind, photovoltaic, and thermal
power. A group of NEPPs composed of all NEPPs in the system works in the state of
dynamic stepped output derating and participates in system frequency regulation
together with thermal power units. Based on the joint frequency regulation reserve
scheme and considering that the accuracy of new energy forecast directly affects the
frequency regulation effect of NEPPs, we propose a combined day-ahead and intraday
scheduling strategy considering the joint frequency regulation reserve scheme and
derive the relevant scheduling model. The improved IEEE RTS 24-bus system is used as
the test system for calculation. The results of the calculations show that the proposed
strategy can optimize the participation scheme of frequency regulation of new energy,
reduce the power and economic losses of new energy caused by participation in
frequency regulation, and improve the ability of the power system to accommodate the
output power of new energy under the premise of ensuring that the steady-state
frequency deviation does not exceed the allowable frequency limits.
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1 Introduction

Improving the accommodation ability of new energy power generation is an efficient
method for the traditional power system to realize the transition to low carbon. However, new
energy power generation, represented by wind turbines and photovoltaics (PVs), has a
fluctuating and uncertain power output that brings more power disturbance to the power
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system. This increasing power disturbance increases the demand for
frequency regulation of reserve power. In the traditional power system,
the frequency response capability of thermal power units is limited by
their installed capacity and regulation speeds. Moreover, the new
energy power generation connected to the power grid by power
electronic converters operates in a state of maximum power point
tracking without frequency regulation of reserve power, so that new
energy power generation cannot participate in frequency regulation.
With the increased scale of new energy connecting to the grid, the
demand for frequency regulation reserve powermay not be satisfied by
the frequency response capability of the system. Thus, the power
system needs more frequency response capability to meet the
increasing demand for reserve power frequency regulation, and the
system may not have enough ability to accommodate all the output
power of new energy, which complicates the scheduling and operation
of the power system with large-scale grid-connected new energy.

Owing to the development of new energy power generation
control strategies, many theoretical studies about the new energy
participating in frequency regulation have been conducted, showing
that new energy power generation can theoretically participate in
frequency. Sun and Jia (2018) used single-stage PV generation as the
research target and proposed a novel system frequency support
strategy based on the active power reserve. Rajan and Fernandez
(2019) proposed a PV power control strategy for frequency regulation
without any energy storage system. Zhang et al. (2019) analyzed how
PV generation can affect the frequency stability of the power grid and
introduced the current technical route of PV frequency regulation. An
et al. (2020) proposed an enhanced frequency regulation strategy for
wind turbines based on the conventional over-speed de-loading
control. Li et al. (2021) compared different control strategies for
wind turbines, such as virtual inertia control, droop control, virtual
synchronizer technology, rotation speed control, pitch angle control,
and additional energy storage systems; moreover, they clarified the
principles, advantages, disadvantages, and application scope of each
control strategy. Fan and Tang (2022) proposed a two-layer control
strategy for wind farms participating in grid frequency regulation for
problems caused by the direct switching of frequency power
distribution and wind turbine control strategy.

Trials of new energy participation in frequency regulation have
been carried out in many places in China, verifying that such
regulation is feasible in the actual power system. The northwestern
Chinese power grid has organized new energy sources to participate in
rapid-frequency regulation research and has carried out pilot tests at
the sending end of the large power grid (Chu et al., 2019; Ma et al.,
2019). The southern Chinese power grid has stipulated that grid-
connected new energy stations should have frequency regulation
capability; therefore, the modification and detection of the
frequency regulation capacity of the new energy station have been
carried out simultaneously and step-by-step (Mu et al., 2021). The
northeastern Chinese power grid has launched a pilot project enabling
renewable power plants to actively support the power system,
including by improving the primary frequency regulation capability
(Liu et al., 2020).

Based on the studies mentioned previously, some researchers have
presented scheduling strategies for considering new energy participation in
frequency regulation. Ye et al. (2016) considered that PV power plants
(PPPs) work in an output power derating state to participate in frequency
regulation, and they proposed a unit commitment model according to the
frequency response capability of PPPs and the dynamic frequency limit.

Hao et al. (2020) considered wind turbines to participate in primary
frequency regulation in deloaded operating mode, together with
conventional units, and proposed an intra-day dispatch model
considering the coordination optimization of the steady and transient
states. Li et al. (2020) tried to incorporate the capability of wind plants in
frequency regulation into daily scheduling and then proposed a frequency-
constrained unit commitment model with wind plants, combining
different response strategies of wind plants and incorporating them
into the unit commitment model. Lu et al. (2021) proposed a
frequency safety constraint construction method considering the
frequency nadir and deduced a unit commitment model considering
the frequency dynamic safety constraint with wind power and PV-
integrated inertial control. Ge et al. (2021) deduced a distributed robust
unit commitment model that considers the synchronous inertia of the
synchronous generator unit and the virtual inertia and droop control of the
wind power unit in the system. Ouyang et al. (2021) proposed power
system frequency regulation based on dynamic variable-speed wind
turbine power reserve and deduced a new grid scheduling mode based
on dynamic wind power reserve. Zhang et al. (2022) proposed a frequency
security-constrained scheduling approach considering wind farms and
providing frequency support and reserve. A comparative table of the
references mentioned in this paragraph is shown in Table 1.

The aforementioned studies can improve the frequency response
capability of the power system, reduce to a certain extent the power
loss of new energy caused by an insufficient frequency response
capability of the system, and improve the new energy
accommodation ability of the system. However, some points in the
aforementioned studies still need further research. As the scale of grid-
connected new energy power generation gradually increases, the
number of NEPPs and new energy power units in the system will
gradually rise. Moreover, new energy is gradually being regarded as a
frequency regulation resource, and because there are often many types
of frequency regulation resources in the system, it is necessary to
consider the cooperation between these different types in the system;
however, few studies have paid attention to this important subject.

To solve the problem mentioned in the previous paragraph, we
propose an optimal combined day-ahead and intraday scheduling
strategy that considers a joint frequency regulation reserve scheme
among wind, photovoltaic, and thermal power:

1) A joint frequency regulation scheme among wind, photovoltaic,
and thermal power is designed. In this scheme, the group of NEPPs
works in the state of dynamic-stepped output derating.

2) An optimal combined day-ahead and intraday scheduling strategy
considering the joint frequency regulation reserve scheme is
proposed, and the corresponding scheduling model is derived.

According to the calculation results of the test system, the strategy
proposed in this paper can reduce the reserve power provided by the new
energy working in the state of output derating, reduce the new energy
power loss and economic loss caused by participating in system frequency
regulation, and improve the new energy accommodation capability of the
system under the premise of ensuring that the steady-state frequency
deviation of the system does not exceed the limit, which can provide a
certain reference for the operation of the actual power system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second section
describes the method by which NEPPs participate in frequency
regulation. The third section introduces the joint frequency
regulation scheme and deduces its objective function and
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constraints. The fourth section gives calculation and analysis results to
discuss and prove the role of the proposed scheduling strategy. The last
section concludes this paper.

2 New energy participation in frequency
regulation

At present, the method by which new energy generation
participates in frequency regulation can be divided in two ways:
the new energy power device participate in frequency regulation or
the NEPP participate in frequency regulation.

Grid-connected new energy power devices in China generally do
not have frequency response capabilities. To realize their
participation in frequency regulation, every new energy power
device that does not have frequency response capability must be
transformed. In contrast, wind power plants (WPPs) and PPPs have
been equipped with basic automatic generation control (AGC)
systems. Under the premise of setting up reserve power, the
NEPP can participate in secondary frequency regulation. Hence,
the NEPP can participate in primary frequency regulation by adding
a special new energy fast power control device based on AGC. In this
case, the workload and economic cost are less than the
transformation of each new energy device. Therefore, this is a
feasible way for new energy to participate in frequency regulation.

2.1 Frequency regulation characteristics of
thermal units

The thermal power unit has a droop characteristic between the
active power and the frequency. When the system frequency is
between the frequency regulation dead band and the maximum
allowed steady-state frequency limits, the droop characteristic can
be determined by Eq. 1:

pg � pg ,0 − pg,n
f − f g ,db

f n
, (1)

where pg,0 is the initial power of the thermal power unit; pg is the
output power of thermal power unit after primary frequency

regulation; pg,n is the installed capacity of the thermal power unit;
f is the frequency measured in the connecting point to the grid; fn is
the rated frequency of the system, with value of fn being 50 Hz in
China; and fne,db is the frequency dead band of the thermal power
units, which is set at 0.033 Hz.

The power–frequency droop characteristic curve of the thermal
power units is shown in Figure 1, where Δp is the responded power
limit for primary frequency regulation of the thermal power unit and
Δfmax is the maximum allowed frequency deviation when the system
is in steady state, with the value of Δfmax set at 0.2 Hz.

In this paper, the responded power limit for primary frequency
regulation of the thermal power unit Δp is jointly determined by
maximum allowed frequency deviation, the installed capacity, the
difference coefficient, and the dead band of frequency regulation of the
thermal power unit, as shown in Eq. 2:

Δpg,f r �
pg ,n,i

f nδg,i%
Δf max − Δf db,g,i( ), (2)

where Δpg,fr is the maximum responded power for primary frequency
regulation of the thermal power unit; and pg,n,i, δg,i%, and Δfdb,g,i are
the installed capacity, the difference coefficient, and the dead band of
frequency regulation of the thermal power unit, respectively.

2.2 Characteristics of new energy power plant
participation in frequency regulation

The transformed NEPP can participate in primary and secondary
frequency regulation. The control structure of NEPP is shown in
Figure 2.

During operation, the NEPP participating in frequency regulation
operates in a state of output power derating. The whole plant is taken
as the control object, which can calculate the power caused by the
frequency change measured in the grid connection point and accept
the power adjustment instruction sent by the system scheduling
center. Based on the operation of each unit in the power plant, the
power that must be adjusted is distributed to each unit through the
link of active power distribution in the power plant (Mu et al., 2021).

The transformed NEPP, as shown in Figure 2, has a droop
characteristic between the active power and the frequency, which is

TABLE 1 Comparison of existing power system dispatching strategies, considering new energy participating frequency regulation.

Author The method of new
energy participating in
frequency regulation

The number of
NEPP in the
test system

The time scale of
the scheduling

strategy

Is the cooperation of
frequency regulation
reserve between new
energy considered?

Is the cooperation of
frequency regulation
reserve between new

energy and thermal units
considered?

Ye et al. New energy power plants 2 Day-ahead No No

Hao et al. New energy power plants 3 Day-ahead and intraday No No

Li et al. New energy power plants 9 Day-ahead No No

Lu et al. New energy power devices 2 Day-ahead No No

Ge et al. New energy power devices 1 Day-ahead No No

Ouyang
et al.

New energy power plant 4 Day-ahead and intraday No No

Zhang et al. New energy power devices 55 Day-ahead No No
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similar to the thermal power unit. The power–frequency droop
characteristic of the NEPP can also be expressed by Eq. 1. The
power–frequency droop characteristic curve of the NEPP is shown
in Figure 1.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the NEPP participating in frequency
regulation needs to be set for upward and downward reserve power for
frequency regulation. The values of upward and reserve power are
both more than Δp. Therefore, 2Δp is defined as the threshold of
frequency regulation of NEPP in this article. If the output power of the
NEPP is more than 2Δp, the NEPP is considered as being able to
participate in frequency regulation, which is termed its “frequency
regulation ability” in this paper.

2.3 Outputmodel of new energy power plants

NEPPs participating in frequency regulation should set reserve
power by operating in a state of output power derating, which includes
reserve power for both primary and secondary frequency regulation.

To reduce the economic loss of the NEPPs caused by too much
reserve power, the reserve power for the secondary frequency

regulation is not set independently. Thus, the remaining reserve
power after primary frequency regulation is regarded as the reserve
power for secondary frequency regulation.

If the NEPP needs to participate in frequency regulation, then the
reserve power for its frequency regulation must be set. Similar to the
thermal power unit, the reserve power for NEPP frequency regulation
Δpne,f r is jointly determined by the NEPP’s installed capacity, the
difference coefficient, and the dead band of frequency regulation. The
relationship between the aforementioned quantities can also be
expressed as Eq. 2.

As only NEPPs with frequency regulation ability can participate in
frequency regulation, a state variable Knes,fr,i,t is introduced to
represent the frequency response capability of the ith NEPP during
time t. The value 1 means that the plant is able to participate in
frequency regulation, and the value 0 means that the plant is incapable
of participating in frequency regulation. The actual value ofKnes,fr,i,t is
derived from the pne,forecast,i,t described in Section 2.2.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, the output model of the
NEPP participating in frequency regulation can be shown in Eqs 3–6:

pne,i,t + rne,up,i,t ≤ pne,f orecast,i,t, (3)

FIGURE 1
Power frequency droop characteristic curve.

FIGURE 2
Frequency regulation control structure diagram for NEPPs.
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pne,i,t − rne,dn,i,t ≥ 0, (4)
rne,up,i,t � Knes,f a,i,tΔpne,f r,i, (5)
rne,dn,i,t � Knes,f a,i,tΔpne,f r,i, (6)

where pne,i,t and pne,forecast,i,t are the planned output power and the
forecast output power of the ith NEPP during time t; and rne,up,i,t and
rne,dn,i,t are the upward and downward reserve power of the ith NEPP
during time t.

In this mode of operation,Knes,fa,i,t determines whether the NEPP
needs to set reserve power for frequency regulation.

3 Optimal scheduling strategy and
model

This section formulates in turn the joint frequency regulation
reserve scheme, the scheduling strategy, and the scheduling model.

3.1 Joint frequency regulation reserve
scheme

Too little frequency regulation reserve power provided by new
energy may cause an insufficient frequency response capability in the
system, which will probably have difficulty satisfying the frequency
regulation demand. In contrast, too much frequency regulation
reserve power provided by the new energy may cause the NEPP to
have large power and economic losses. Hence, it is particularly
important for NEPPs to reasonably determine the time to
participate in frequency regulation and the value of reserve power
for frequency regulation. It is necessary to design a joint scheme to
consider the cooperation of frequency regulation reserve power
among wind, photovoltaic, and thermal power.

3.1.1 Cooperation between new energy and thermal
power

Generally, with the increasing scale of new energy, more and more
NEPPs are being connected to the system, which may make
cooperation between new energy and thermal power more difficult
in terms of frequency regulation. All NEPPs in the system can be
regarded as a group, which can reduce the difficulty of frequency
regulation cooperation. For the group of NEPPs, the output is equal to
the sum of the output of all NEPPs, and the reserve power is equal to
the sum of the reserve power of all NEPPs. The actual output power
derating state of each NEPP depends on the output power derating
state of the NEPP group.

The group of NEPPs should undertake only the auxiliary task of
frequency regulation. This means that when the frequency response
capability of thermal power units cannot satisfy the demand of reserve
power for frequency regulation, the group of NEPPs should participate
in frequency regulation. In addition, when the frequency response
capability of thermal power units can satisfy the demand of reserve
power for frequency regulation, the plant group should not participate
in frequency regulation. Therefore, the group of NEPPs and the NEPP
work in a state of dynamic output power derating, and the
participation state of frequency regulation (PSFR) of NEPPs is
determined by the operating state of the thermal power units and
the demand of reserve power for frequency regulation.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, the state variable Uneg,fr is
introduced. A value of 1 means that the group of NEPPs participates in
frequency regulation and that some NEPPs in the group need to
participate in frequency regulation, and a value of 0 means that the
group of NEPPs does not participate in frequency regulation or that
any NEPP in the group need not participate in frequency regulation.

Uneg,fr should satisfy the constraint shown in Eq. 7:

Uneg ,f r,t ≤Ug ,i,t,

∀i, i � 1, 2, . . . ,Ng ,
(7)

where Ug,i is a state variable that represents the state of the ith thermal
power unit during time t, where 1 means that the thermal power unit
operates in the startup state and 0 means that the thermal power unit
operates in the shutdown state, and Ng is the number of thermal
power units.

3.1.2 Cooperation between all new energy power
plants

When the group of NEPPs needs to participate in frequency
regulation, unnecessary reserve power may be caused if all NEPPs in
the group work in the output power derating state according to a unified
state. Therefore, a method called “stepped reserve power for frequency
regulation” for the group of NEPPs is proposed. Only some NEPPs in the
group are selected to participate in frequency regulation, according to the
demand of reserve power for frequency regulation when the group of
NEPPs needs to participate in frequency regulation.

The method of stepped reserve power for frequency regulation is
shown in Figure 3. The frequency regulation reserve power of the NEPP
group increases with an increased equivalent frequency regulation
demand undertaken by the NEPP group. The number of new energy
stations that need to participate in frequency regulation is determined by
the equivalent frequency regulation demand undertaken by the NEPP
group.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, the PSFR may be different
between different NEPPs, and the cooperation of frequency regulation
between each NEPP in the group should also be considered. Therefore,
the state variable Unes,fa,i,t is introduced, representing the participating
state of the ith single NEPP in the group during time t. A value of 1 means

FIGURE 3
The method of stepped reserve power for frequency regulation.
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that theNEPP participates in frequency regulation, and a value of 0means
that the NEPP does not.

In this paper, only two types of NEPPs are considered: PPPs
and WPPs.

Considering the differences in operational characteristics between
different types of NEPPs, participation in frequency regulation will
cause wear and tear to wind power units. Therefore, the PPP is of
higher priority than WPP in frequency regulation (Liu et al., 2020).

For a system containingNw WPPs andNp PPPs, theUnes,fr,i,t of the ith

WPP in any scheduling period should satisfy the constraint shown in Eq. 8:

Uwpp,f r,i,t ≤Uppp,f r,j,t,

∀i, i � 1, 2, . . . ,Nw,
∀j, j � 1, 2, . . . ,Np.

(8)

Among the same types of NEPPs, a NEPP with better output
power state has a larger margin of output power adjustment. Thus, it
takes the initiative to derate its output power as reserve power for
frequency regulation, which has little impact on its economic benefits.
Therefore, a NEPP with a better output power is of higher priority
than a NEPP with a worse output power in frequency regulation.

The output power rate rne,output,i,t is introduced to characterize the
output power state of the ith NEPP during the time t:

rne,output,i,t �
pne,output,i,t
pne,n,i

. (9)

A NEPP with a larger value of rne,output has a better output power
state. The output power states of the same type of NEPPs can be
ranked from good to bad, as shown in Eq. 10:

rne,output,i1,t , rne,output,i2,t , . . . , rne,output,iNsame ,t , (10)
whereNsame is the number of the same type of NEPP, i1 is the number
of the NEPP with the highest output rate, i2 is the number of the NEPP
with the second highest output rate, and iNsame is the number of the
NEPP with the lowest output rate.

The variable one,same,i,t represents the frequency regulation
sequence of the same type of NEPP. The relation between
rne,output,i,t and one,same,i,t can be described by Eq. 11:

one,same,j,t � ij , (11)
where ij is the number of the NEPP with the jth highest output rate.

NEPPs of the same type should participate in frequency regulation
based on one,same,i,t. Therefore, the Unes,fr,i,t of the same type of NEPP
should satisfy the constraint shown in Eq. 12:

Unes,f r,t one,same,i,t( )≥Unes,f r,t one,same,i+1,t( ). (12)
Considering the joint frequency regulation reserve scheme, the group

of NEPPs should work in a state of stepped output power derating, and
the NEPP should work in a state of dynamic output power derating.
Whether the NEPPmust set the reserve power for frequency regulation is
jointly determined by Uneg,fr,t, Unes,fr,i,t, and Knes,fr,i,t.

3.2 The scheduling strategy

Unlike thermal power units, the output power of new energy is
volatile and uncertain. On one hand, this volatility makes the output
power of new energy fluctuate rapidly within an hour. Thus, the
traditional scheduling strategy for the hourly time scale may not be

suitable for power systems with a high proportion of new energy. On
the other hand, the uncertainty gives the output power of new energy
the characteristic of forecast accuracy as related to time, which
means more recent forecasts will have higher accuracy (Cui et al.,
2021). Moreover, the traditional day-ahead scheduling strategy
cannot fully utilize this characteristic. Therefore, a combined day-
ahead and intraday scheduling strategy that considers the joint
frequency regulation reserve scheme is proposed in this paper.
The schematic diagram of this scheduling strategy is shown in
Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed scheduling strategy is divided
into two parts according to different scheduling times: day-ahead
scheduling and intraday rolling scheduling.

The day-ahead scheduling is implemented every 24 h, with a cycle of
24 h and a time resolution of 15 min. The startup and shutdown states of
thermal power units can be determined in day-ahead scheduling.

The intraday rolling scheduling is implemented every 15 min, with a
cycle of 4 h and a time resolution of 15 min. Intraday rolling scheduling
can determine the output power state of thermal power units and the
PSFR of NEPPs.

Compared with the traditional scheduling strategy, the scheduling
strategy proposed in this paper is improved in two main areas. First, it
adds new energy pre-processing links based on the traditional
scheduling strategy. Because the joint frequency regulation reserve
scheme is considered in this scheduling strategy, the frequency
regulation ability and the sequence of output power derating
should be determined according to the new energy forecast and the
cooperation principle of frequency regulation reserve described in
detail in Section 3.1 in the new energy pre-processing link. Second, it
adds a NEPP output model that considers the joint frequency
regulation reserve scheme and the constraint of steady frequency
deviation considering new energy frequency regulation to the
traditional scheduling model, which is described in detail in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.

In this strategy, the actual PSFR for NEPPs is an optimized,
calculated variable in the scheduling strategy, which is jointly
determined by the demand of reserve power for frequency
regulation and the operation state of thermal power units.
When the demand for reserve power for frequency regulation of
the system is small, the frequency response capability of thermal
power units in the system can satisfy it, and no single NEPP in the
group needs to participate in frequency regulation. When the
demand for reserve power for frequency regulation increases
further, the frequency response capability of thermal power
units in the system cannot satisfy the demand, and some NEPPs
in the group must therefore participate in frequency regulation.
When the demand for reserve power for frequency regulation of the
system increases further, even if all NEPPs in the group participate
in frequency regulation, the frequency response capability of the
system still cannot satisfy the demand, and some NEPPs in the
group will be forced to reduce their output power to reduce the
demand of reserve power for frequency regulation, so as to satisfy
the demand.

This scheduling strategy can flexibly formulate the participation
scheme of NEPP frequency regulation based on the demand for
reserve power and the frequency response capability of conventional
thermal power units. Furthermore, it fully uses the time-dependent
characteristics of the forecast accuracy and improves the economy of
NEPP frequency regulation.
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3.3 Day-ahead scheduling model

3.3.1 Objective function
Searching for the minimum operation cost of all thermal power

units is often used as the objective function of the traditional power
system scheduling model. The operation cost of all thermal power
units includes the coal consumption, startup, and reserve power
costs. The scheduling strategy proposed in this paper accounts for
the frequency regulation capability of NEPP and pursues more new
energy accommodation under the premise of ensuring that the
system steady-state frequency deviation does not exceed the limit.
Therefore, based on the operating cost of thermal power, this paper
adds the operation cost of new energy, which is composed of
frequency regulation reserve cost and new energy load reduction
and curtailment penalty, to form the operation cost of the system.
The objective function in day-ahead scheduling can be shown as
follows:

min Fda � f dag + f dane, (13)
f dag � f dag,cc + f dag,su + f dag ,r , (14)
f dane � f dane,waste + f dane,r , (15)

f dag,cc � ∑Tda

t�1
∑Ng

i�1
Uda

g,i,t(ag ,cc,i p( da
g ,i,t)2 + bg ,cc,ip

da
g,i,t + cg,cc,i)( ), (16)

f dag ,su � ∑Tda

t�1
∑Ng

i�1
Uda

g,i,t 1 − Uda
g,i,t−1( )Cg,su,i( ), (17)

f dag ,r � ∑Tda

t�1
∑Nagc

i�1
Cg,r,up,ir

da
sf a,g,up,i,t + Cg,r,dn,ir

da
sf a,g ,dn,i,t( ), (18)

f dane,waste � ∑Tda

t�1
∑Nne

i�1
Cne,waste,i p

da
ne,f orecast,i,t − pdane,i,t − rdane,up,i,t( )( ), (19)

f dane,r � ∑Tda

t�1
∑Nne

i�1
Cne,r,ir

da
ne,up,i,t + Cne,r,ir

da
ne,dn,i,t( ), (20)

whereXda represents thatX is a variable in day-ahead scheduling; Fda is
the operation cost of the system;fda

g andfda
ne are the operation costs of all

thermal units and the operation cost of the NEPP group; fda
g,cc, f

da
g,su, and

fda
g,r are the costs of coal consumption for total thermal power units, the

startup cost for total thermal power units, and the cost of reserve power
for all thermal power units, respectively; fda

ne,waste and f
da
ne,r are the punish

cost of the forced output power derating of the NEPP group and the
reserve power cost of the NEPP group; Tda is the scheduling period
number; pda

g,i,t is the output power of the i
th thermal power unit during the

time t; ag,cc,i, bg,cc,i, and cg,cc,i are cost coefficients of coal consumption of
the ith thermal power unit; rdasfa,g,up,i,t and rdasfa,g,dn,i,t are the upward and
downward reserve power for secondary frequency regulation of the ith

AGC unit during time t; Cg,su,i is the startup cost coefficient of the ith

FIGURE 4
Schematic diagram of the scheduling strategy proposed in this paper.
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thermal power unit;Cg,r,up,i andCg,r,dn,i are the cost coefficients of upward
and downward reserve power for secondary frequency regulation of the ith

AGC unit; Cne,waste,i and Cne,r,i are the cost coefficients of forced derating
punish and reserve power of the ithNEPP; andNg,Nagc, andNne are the
numbers of thermal power units, AGCunits, and new energy power units,
respectively.

3.3.2 Constraints
The constraints of the optimal scheduling model of the power system

primarily include the output power constraint of thermal power units, the
ramping constraints of thermal power units, the minimum startup and
shutdown time constraints of thermal power units, and the power balance
constraints. These constraints are not repeated in this paper for lack of
space but are described in detail in the references. In addition to the
aforementioned constraints, the constraints of NEPPs and of the steady-
state frequency deviation in the context of the joint frequency regulation
scheme are also considered in this paper.

Based on the analysis presented in Section 2.1, rdane,up,i,t and rdane,dn,i,t
are jointly determined by Uda

neg,fr,t, U
da
nes,fr,i,t, and Kda

nes,fr,i,t in the
scheme of joint frequency regulation reserve. Therefore, the reserve
power for frequency regulation of the NEPP can be shown as Eqs
21–22:

rdane,up,i,t � Uda
neg ,f r,tU

da
nes,f r,i,tK

da
nes,f r,i,tΔpne,f r,i , (21)

rdane,dn,i,t � Uda
neg ,f r,tU

da
nes,f r,i,tK

da
nes,f r,i,tΔpne,f r,i. (22)

Eqs 3–4, Eqs 7–12, and Eqs 21–22 constitute the constraints of
NEPPs.

The constraints of steady-state frequency deviation can be
transformed into the constraints of reserve power for frequency
regulation, meaning that the capacity of reserve power for frequency
regulation of the total system should exceed the demand of reserve
power for frequency regulation of the system, as shown in Eqs. 23–24:

Rda
f a,cap,up,t ≥Rda

f a,dem,t , (23)
Rda
f a,cap,dn,t ≥R

da
f a,dem,t , (24)

where Rda
fa,cap,up,t and Rda

fa,cap,dn,t are the capacity of upward and
downward reserve power for frequency regulation of the total
system during time t; and Rda

fa,dem,t is the demand of reserve power
for frequency regulation of the total system during the time t.

Only the demand for system frequency regulation caused by the
forecasted error of new energy output power and load is considered in
this paper. Like the output power uncertainty of new energy and
power load, the forecasted error and the demand of reserve power for
frequency regulation are both uncertain, which makes the demand for
reserve power for frequency regulation impossible to describe
accurately and likely makes the available reserve power provided by
new energy for frequency regulation lower than the scheduled reserve
power provided by new energy. To address the aforementioned
problem, this study regards the forecast error rate of the forecasted
quantity in the system as a fuzzy variable, using a method of fuzzy
chance-constrained programming based on credibility measurement
to solve the model.

Thus, the demand for reserve power for frequency regulation of
the system can be expressed as Eqs 25–26:

Rda
f a,dem,t � εdald,t − εdaneg ,t � εdald,t −∑Nne

i�1
εdanes,i,t , (25)

εdaX,t � Xda
f orecast,t~e

da
X , (26)

where εdald,t, ε
da
neg,t, and εdanes,i,t are forecast errors of the load, the output

power of the group of NEPPs, and the output power of ith NEPPs
during time t, respectively; Xda

forecast,t is the forecast value of required
forecasted quantity in the system during time t; ~edaX represents that edaX,t

is a fuzzy variable; and edaX,t is the error rate of X during time t.
The total reserve power for frequency regulation of the system

consists of the reserve power for primary frequency regulation of
thermal power units, the reserve power for secondary frequency
regulation of AGC units, and the reserve power for frequency
regulation of the NEPP group.

The maximum upward and downward reserve power for primary
frequency regulation provided by the ith thermal power unit during
time t can be shown in Eqs 27–29:

rdapf r,g ,up,i,t � min Uda
g ,i,tpg,max ,i − pdag,i,t ,Rg,up,i,Δpg ,f a,i( ), (27)

rdapf r,g,dn,i,t � min pdag ,i,t − Uda
g ,i,tpg,min ,i,Rg,dn,i,Δpg ,f a,i( ), (28)

Δpg ,f a,i �
pg,n,i

f nδg,i%
Δf max − Δf g,dz,i( ) , (29)

where pg,max ,i and pg,min ,i are the maximum and minimum output
power of the ith thermal power unit, respectively; Rg,up,i and Rg,dn,i are
the upper and lower climbing limits of the ith thermal power unit,
respectively; Δpg,fr,i is the responded power limit of primary
frequency regulation of the ith thermal power unit; and pg,n,i, δg,i%,
and Δfg,ne,i are the installed capacity, the difference coefficient, and
the frequency dead band of the ith thermal power unit, respectively.

The maximum upward and downward reserve power for
secondary frequency regulation provided by the ith AGC unit
during the time t can be shown in Eqs 30–31:

rdasf r,agc,up,i,t � min Uda
agc,i,tpagc,max ,i − pdaagc,i,t ,Ragc,up,i( ), (30)

rdasf r,agc,dn,i,t � min pdaagc,i,t − Uda
agc,i,tpagc,min ,i,Ragc,dn,i( ). (31)

Under the influence of forecast error, the upward and downward
reserve power for frequency regulation provided by the group of
NEPPs during time t can be shown in Eqs 32–33:

rdaneg ,up,t � ∑Nne

i�1
rdane,up,i,t(1 + ~edane )), (32)

rdaneg ,dn,t � ∑Nne

i�1
rdane,dn,i,t(1 + ~edane ). (33)

To sum up, the constraints of steady-state frequency deviation can
be shown in Eqs 34–35, which utilize fuzzy chance constraints:

Cr ∑Ng

i�1
rdapf r,g ,up,i,t + ∑Nagc

i�1
rdasf r,agc,up,i,t + rdaneg ,up,t ≥Rda

f a,dem,t

⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭ > αda, (34)

Cr ∑Ng

i�1
rdapf r,g ,dn,i,t + ∑Nagc

i�1
rdasf r,agc,dn,i,t + rdaneg ,dn,t ≥Rda

f a,dem,t

⎧⎨⎩ ⎫⎬⎭ > αda, (35)

where αda is the confidence level of the fuzzy chance constraint in day-
ahead scheduling.
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3.4 Intraday rolling scheduling model

3.4.1 Objective function
The startup and shutdown scheme of thermal power units

determined in the day-ahead scheduling does not change in
intraday rolling scheduling, and the startup cost of thermal power
units in the intraday scheduling model is the same as fda

g,su. The rest of
the objective function is consistent with day-ahead scheduling:

min Fdi � f dig + f dine , (36)
f dig � f dag ,cc Uda

g,i,t , p
di
g,i,t( ) + f dag ,su + f dag,r rdisf a,g ,up,i,t , r

di
sf a,g,dn,i,t( ), (37)

f dane � f dane,waste pdine,f orecast,i,t , p
di
ne,i,t , r

di
ne,up,i,t( ) + f dane,r rdine,up,i,t , r

di
ne,dn,i,t( ),

(38)
where Xdi represents that the variable X is a variable in intraday
scheduling.

3.4.2 Constraints
Constraints for intraday rolling scheduling are similar to

constraints for day-ahead scheduling.
The minimum startup and shutdown time constraints of thermal

power units need not be considered in intraday scheduling because the
startup and shutdown scheme of thermal power units is not changed
in intraday scheduling.

The constraints of NEPPs in intraday scheduling are minimally
different from the day-ahead scheduling. Since the startup and
shutdown schemes of thermal power units are not changed, rdine,up,i,t and
rdine,dn,i,t are jointly determined by Udi

nes,fr,i,t and Kdi
nes,fr,i,t, the reserve power

for frequency regulation of the NEPP, which can be shown as Eqs 39–40:

rdine,up,i,t � Udi
nes,f r,i,tK

di
nes,f r,i,tΔpne,f r,i, (39)

rdine,dn,i,t � Udi
nes,f r,i,tK

di
nes,f r,i,tΔpne,f r,i. (40)

The remaining constraints are the same as in day-ahead
scheduling, only changing Xda to Xdi.

3.5 Transformation and solution of the model

Both the day-ahead and the intraday rolling scheduling models are
nonlinear mixed-integer programming problems with fuzzy variables.
As the model is difficult to solve directly, it must be transformed.

3.5.1 Transformation of the model
The membership function of fuzzy variables can be represented by

trapezoidal membership function (Liu, B. and Peng, J., 2005), as shown
in Eq. 41:

μ ~eX( ) �

eX,4 − eX
eX,4 − eX,3

eX,3 ≤ eX ≤ eX,4,

1 eX,2 ≤ eX ≤ eX,3,

eX − eX,1
eX,2 − eX,1

eX,1 ≤ eX ≤ eX,2,

0 other,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(41)

where μ(~eX) is the trapezoidal membership function of ~eX; and eX,1,
eX,2, eX,3, and eX,4 are membership function parameters of ~eX.

The fuzzy chance constraint can be turned into its crisp equivalent form
by the method proposed by Liu, B. and Peng, J. (2005). Thus, the
corresponding crisp equivalent forms of Eqs 34–35 can be shown in
Eqs 42–43:

2 − 2αda( )(pdald,f orecast,t edald,3 −∑Nne

i�1
(pdane,i,t + rdane,up,i,t( )edane,2))

+ (2αda − 1)(pdald,f orecast,tedald,4 −∑Nne

i�1
(pdane,i,t + rdane,up,i,t( )edane,1))

−∑Ng

i�1
rdapf r,g ,up,i,t − ∑Nagc

i�1
rdasf r,agc,up,i,t −∑Nne

i�1
rdane,up,i,t ≤ 0,

(42)

2 − 2αda( )(pdald,f orecast,tedald,3 −∑Nne

i�1
(pdane,i,t + rdane,dn,i,t( )edane,2))

+ (2αda − 1)(pdald,f orecast,tedald,4 −∑Nne

i�1
(pdane,i,t + rdane,dn,i,t( )edane,1))

−∑Ng

i�1
rdapf r,g,dn,i,t − ∑Nagc

i�1
rdasf r,agc,dn,i,t −∑Nne

i�1
rdane,dn,i,t ≤ 0,

(43)

where pda
ld,forecast,t is the forecast power load during time t in day-

ahead scheduling; edald,1, edald,2, edald,3, and edald,4 are membership
function parameters of the fuzzy variable ~edald ; and edane,1, e

da
ne,2,

edane,3, and edane,4 are membership function parameters of the fuzzy
variable ~edane .

3.5.2 Solution of the model
The model can be transformed into mixed-integer quadratic

programming problems, which can be well solved by the
commercial solver Gurobi. Therefore, the transformed model was
solved using MATLAB R2018b with the Gurobi solver in this paper,
and the computing environment was an Intel Core i5-8300h CPUwith
8GB RAM.

4 Case study

4.1 The test system

The improved IEEE RTS 24-bus system, which can be obtained by
adding a group of NEPPs to the original IEEE RTS-24 bus system
(Grigg et al., 1996), was selected as the test system for this paper. The
improved system has 26 thermal power units and a group of NEPPs
that include three WPPs with an installed capacity of 300 MW and
three PPPs with an installed capacity of 200 MW. The structure of the
improved IEEE RTS 24-bus system is shown in Figure 5. The 25th and
26th thermal power units are set as the AGC unit because of high
ramping rate, and all power units except for AGC units participate in
primary frequency regulation. The parameters of thermal power units
can be obtained from Wang et al. (1995). The frequency regulation
parameters of thermal power units and NEPPs are shown in Table 2,
and the membership function parameters of fuzzy variables are shown
in Table 3. The confidence level of chance constraints was set to 0.8 in
day-ahead scheduling and 0.9 in intraday rolling scheduling, and the
cost coefficient of forced derating punish was set to 50
$·(MW·15 min)−1.

The forecast curve of the required forecasted quantity in the system
was obtained by adding white noise to the actual curve (Bao et al., 2016).
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The actual curve is shown in Figure 6, and the day-ahead forecast curve
and the intraday forecast curve are shown in Figure 7.

4.2 Calculation results

The system scheduled result is shown in Figure 8. The
frequency response capability of thermal power units cannot
satisfy the demand of reserve power for frequency regulation in
the 14th, 31st, or 36th to 87th scheduling periods; some NEPPs in

the group must set reserve power and participate in frequency
regulation. In addition, the forced output power derating of the
new energy with an extremely small value only exists in the 37th,
44th, and 66th scheduling periods.

To verify the effectiveness of the joint frequency regulation
scheme, the system’s PSFR from the 65th to 80th scheduling
periods in day-ahead scheduling and intraday scheduling were
analyzed separately, as shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figures 9A, B, some new energy stations
participate in frequency regulation from the 31st period through
the 52nd period. At this time, all thermal power units are online,

FIGURE 5
Structure of the improved IEEE RTS 24-bus system.

TABLE 2 parameters of frequency regulation.

δ% Δfdz/Hz Cg,r,up/$·(MW·15min)−1 Cg,r,dn/$·(MW·15min)−1 Cne,r/$·(MW·15min)−1

G1–G9 0.0500 0.0330 — — —

G10–G13 0.0420 0.0330 — — —

G14–G16 0.0380 0.0330 — — —

G17–G20 0.0330 0.0330 — — —

G21–G24 0.0300 0.0330 — — —

G25 0.0300 0.0330 7.7400 8.0300 —

G26 0.0300 0.0330 7.7350 8.0250 —

PPP 0.0300 0.0600 — — 10.0000

WPP 0.0200 0.1000 — — 10.0000

TABLE 3 Membership function parameters of fuzzy variables.

eX1 eX2 eX3 eX4

edane −0.4000 −0.1000 0.1000 0.4000

edaload −0.1000 −0.0500 0.0500 0.1000

edine −0.3000 −0.0750 0.0750 0.3000

ediload −0.0750 −0.0375 0.0375 0.0750

FIGURE 6
Actual curve of the quantity in a system that needs to be forecasted.
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which conforms to the cooperation principle of frequency
regulation between new energy and thermal power described in
Section 3.1.1.

Figures 9B–E show that NEPPs with a higher priority level give
priority to setting reserve power for frequency regulation, which
conforms to the cooperation principle of frequency regulation

FIGURE 7
Forecast curves of the quantity in a system that needs to be forecasted: (A) WPP1, (B) WPP2, (C) WPP3, (D) PPP1, (E)PPP2, (F)PPP3, and (G) power load.
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between each NEPP in the group of NEPPs described in
Section 3.1.2.

4.3 Comparison and analysis

Four comparative scheduling strategies are added to further verify the
effectiveness of the scheduling strategy proposed in this paper as follows:

S1: A traditional day-ahead scheduling strategy considering the
traditional system reserve power and the traditional AGC reserve
power constraint (Lin et al., 2014).
S2: A scheduling strategy based on S1 that considers the constraint
of reserve power for regulation, with the frequency response
capability provided only by thermal power units.
S3: A scheduling strategy based on S2 that considers the frequency
response capability of new energy but does not consider the joint
frequency regulation reserve scheme for wind, photovoltaic, and
thermal power.
S4: A scheduling strategy based on S3 that considers the joint
frequency regulation reserve scheme for wind, photovoltaic, and
thermal power.
S5: A combined day-ahead and intraday scheduling strategy based
on S4, which is the proposed strategy in this paper.

To better control the differences between the aforementioned
scheduling strategies, the time resolution was set to 15 min.
Moreover, the fuzzy chance-constrained programming method

based on credibility measures was used to solve the models in S2,
S3, S4, and S5, and the confidence level of chance constraints was set to
0.8 in day-ahead scheduling and 0.9 in intraday rolling scheduling.

4.3.1 The analysis of frequency regulation effect
A series of analyses were conducted on the frequency regulation

effect of the system, and the calculation result is shown in Figure 10.
The power disturbance of the system Δpt was set to

± 30%∑Nne

i�1 (pda
ne,forecast,i,t) in day-ahead scheduling and

± 20%∑Nne

i�1 (pda
ne,forecast,i,t) in intraday scheduling during the scheduling

time t, and the steady-state frequency deviation was calculated by Eq. 44,

Δf t � Δpt − ∑Nagc

i�1
rsf r,agc,i,t⎛⎝ ⎞⎠/kS, (44)

where Δft is the steady-state frequency deviation and kS is the unity
regulation power of the total system.

The calculation result is given in Figure 10A, which shows that the
steady-state frequency deviation in S1 exceeds the allowable frequency
limits. This is because the constraints of steady-state frequency
deviation are not considered in S1, while they are considered in S2,
S3, S4, and S5 so that they can ensure that the steady-state frequency
deviation is always within the allowable frequency limits in S2, S3, S4,
and S5.

On the basis of the S5 proposed in this paper, the difference
coefficient of the NEPP is changed and the scheduling model is
calculated. The difference coefficients of the WPP/PPP were set to

FIGURE 8
System scheduling results: (A) scheduled result of the system, (B) scheduled result of the new energy, and (C) output power derating of new energy.
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0.02/0.03, 0.03/0.04, 0.04/0.05, and 0.05/0.06, with the remaining
parameters of the NEPP unchanged. The calculation result is
shown in Figure 10B.

According to Eq. 2, as the difference coefficient becomes bigger,
the primary frequency regulation power reserve of the NEPP gradually
decreases; if the output derating is still conducted according to the
scheduling plan, there will have more reserve power for secondary
frequency regulation, which will make the steady-state frequency
deviation of the system smaller, as shown in Figure 10B.

When the new energy forecast error is large, the power disturbance
faced by the system is relatively large, which affects the frequency
regulation effect of the system. For S5, the new energy forecast error

rates of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 were calculated, with the calculation results
shown in Figure 10C.

As shown in Figure 10C, with the increase of new energy
forecast error, the steady-state frequency deviation of the system
gradually increases. When the error rate of the new energy forecast
increases to a certain level (as shown in Figure 10C at 0.6), the
steady-state frequency deviation of the system may exceed the
allowable limit. In order to avoid this situation, the NEPPs may
be forced to derate the output.

When the frequency regulation control of NEPPs is faulty, the
output power of NEPPs cannot be derated according to the scheduling
plan, which is equivalent to reducing the reserve power of the system

FIGURE 9
PSFR of the system in selected periods: (A) startup and shutdown states of thermal power units, (B) PSFR of NEPPs in day-ahead scheduling,
(C) participation sequence of frequency regulation of NEPPs in day-ahead scheduling, (D) PSFR of NEPPs in intraday scheduling, and (E) participation
sequence of frequency regulation of NEPPs in intraday scheduling.
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for frequency regulation while facing the positive power disturbance
generated by the faulty NEPP.

When the overall forecast error of new energy is negative, the
positive power disturbances generated by the faulty NEPP cancel each
other out and the total power disturbance of the system becomes
smaller, which does not adversely affect the frequency regulation effect
of the system. Therefore, this paper focuses on the situation in which
the overall forecast error of new energy is positive and the frequency
regulation control for new energy is faulty.

When the overall forecast error of new energy is positive, the
positive power disturbance generated by the faulty NEPP makes the
total power disturbance of the system bigger, which adversely affects
the frequency regulation effect of the system.

For S5, the error rate of new energy prediction was taken to be +20%,
and it was assumed thatWPP1,WPP2,WPP3, PPP1, andPPP2were faulty
and that PPP3 failed. The calculation results are shown in Figure 10D.

Figure 10D shows that when any NEPP in the system is faulty,
although the steady-state frequency deviation of the system becomes
larger, it does not exceed the allowable limit.

4.3.2 The analysis of scheduling strategy effect
Under the premise of ensuring that steady-state frequency

deviation does not exceed the allowable frequency limits, the
following analysis was carried out for S2, S3, S4, and S5.

The costs of S2, S3, S4, and S5 are shown in Table 4.
As shown in Table 1, S5 has the lowest total cost, compared

with S2, S5 considers the frequency response capability of new
energy power generation, which can improve the frequency
response capability of the total system and avoid the high
value of fne,waste in S2. Compared with S3, S5 considers the
joint frequency regulation scheme between new energy and
thermal power, which can avoid the problem of NEPPs with
frequency regulation capability always derating output as
reserve power and reduce the high-valued fne,r in S3.
Compared with S4, S5 uses a more accurate forecast for rolling

FIGURE 10
Steady-state frequency deviation of the system: (A) steady-state frequency deviation of the power system in the five scheduling strategies, (B) steady-
state frequency deviation in S5 when changing difference coefficients of NEPPs, (C) steady-state frequency deviation in S5 when the error of new energy
forecast is large, and (D) steady-state frequency deviation in S5 when the NEPP is faulty.

TABLE 4 Costs of the four scheduling strategies.

S2 S3 S4 S5

fg,cc/$ 609401.80 523893.7 569195.49 558334.89

fg,su/$ 980.00 1620 980.00 980.00

fg,r/$ 209960.84 173097.8 203072.29 186552.24

fne,r/$ 0.00 219093.3 117693.33 53066.67

fne,waste/$ 891829.08 0.00 1315.07 460.77

F/$ 1712171.72 917704.8 892256.18 799394.57
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calculation based on the calculation result of S4, which can
further reduce fne,r in S4.

Further analysis of the new energy accommodation ability of the
system is shown in Figure 11.

The new energy generation participating in frequency regulation
needed to derate its output power as reserve power for frequency
regulation is shown in Figure 11A.

As shown in Figure 11A, the reserve power for frequency
regulation of new energy does not exist in S2 because the
frequency response capability of new energy is not considered in
S2. Moreover, the reserve power for frequency regulation of new
energy exists in S3, S4, and S5, but the values of reserve power are
different in S3, S4, and S5. Since the joint frequency regulation scheme
is not considered in S3, NEPPs with frequency response capability
must derate their output power for reserve power of frequency
regulation, and the value of reserve power provided by new energy
in S3 is higher than in S4 or S5. S4 and S5 consider joint frequency
regulation, with S5 as an intraday rolling scheduling based on the day-
ahead scheduling S4, and S5 is implemented based on a recent forecast
of new energy output power and power load. As the recent forecast has
higher accuracy, the demand for reserve power of frequency regulation
in S5 is lower than in S4, and the value of reserve power provided by
new energy in S5 is lower than in S4.

The frequency regulation capability of new energy is considered
in S3, S4, and S5. The output power of NEPPs needs to be derated as

frequency regulation reserve, which causes certain power loss and
economic loss to the NEPP. In S3, the output power of NEPPs with
frequency regulation capabilities must always be derated as
frequency regulation reserve. The cumulative power of output
derating for frequency regulation in the entire scheduling cycle
is 2738.667 Mwh, accounting for 14.808% of the total forecast of
new energy power. In S4, the group of NEPPs works in a state of
dynamic stepped output derating, and the output power of NEPPs
is only derated as frequency regulation reserve during the high-
frequency regulation demand period. The cumulative power of
output derating for frequency regulation in the entire scheduling
cycle is 1471.167 Mwh, accounting for 7.955% of the total forecast
of new energy power. In S5, the demand for frequency regulation
reserve is reduced because of the use of more accurate new energy
intraday forecast data, and the frequency regulation provided by the
group of NEPPs working in the state of dynamic stepped output
derating is further reduced. The cumulative power of output
derating for frequency regulation in the entire scheduling cycle
is 663.333 Mwh, accounting for 3.588% of the total forecast of new
energy power.

It is analyzed from the perspective of potential economic losses of
new energy groups, which are shown in Figure 11B.

The fluctuation of electricity price and frequency regulation
reserve compensation were not considered, and the fixed electricity
price was set as 80$/MWh. The potential economic losses of the group

FIGURE 11
Scheduled result of new energy in the four scheduling strategies: (A) active output power derating, (B) potential economic loss, (C) forced output power
derating, and (D) accommodated electricity.
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of NEPPs caused by output derating in S3, S4, and S5 are 219093.332,
117693.333, and 53066.667, respectively. Furthermore, considering
the compensation for frequency reserve, the compensation ratio of
frequency regulation was set as 30%, 60%, and 90% of the electricity
price. In S3, the potential economic losses of the group of NEPPs are
87637.333, 153365.333, and 21909.333, respectively. In S4, the
potential economic losses of the group of NEPPs are 47077.333,
82385.333, and 11769.333, respectively. In S5, the potential
economic losses of the group of NEPPs are 21226.667, 37146.667,
and 5306.667, respectively.

As Figure 11B shows, in the three types of power system strategy
scheduling that consider new energy to participate in system
frequency regulation, S5, the scheduling strategy proposed in this
paper, has the smallest output derating and smallest potential
economic losses.

The frequency response capability may not satisfy the demand of
reserve power for frequency regulation in some scheduling periods, so
that the new energy generation is probably forced to derate its output
power, as shown in Figure 11C.

Figure 11C shows that the forced output power derating of new
energy in S2 is much higher than in S3, S4, or S5 because the frequency
response capability of new energy is not considered in S2. The output
power of new energy in S2 is forced to derate to satisfy the system
frequency regulation reserve power demand from the 31st period to
the 96th period, with a high demand for frequency regulation because
of the insufficient frequency response capability of thermal power
units. The frequency response capability of new energy is considered
in S3, S4, and S5, and the frequency response capability of the system
can satisfy the demand of reserve power for frequency regulation, so
the forced output power derating of new energy is almost 0.

In this paper, the accommodated power of new energy was
considered to be equal to the forecast power of the new energy
minus the forced power derating caused by the insufficient
frequency regulation capability of the system and the active power
derating of the new energy. The accommodated power of new energy
is shown in Figure 11D.

Figure 11D shows that S5 has the most accommodated power of
new energy in most scheduling periods. The total accommodated
electricity of new energy in S2, S3, S4 and S5 is calculated as
8517.444 MWh, 10950.203 MWh, 11440.652 MWh, and
12363.027 MWh, respectively, and the total accommodation rates
of new energy in S2, S3, S4, and S5 are 0.789, 0.852, 0.930, and
0.970, respectively. Thus, the accommodation ability of new energy in
S5 is higher than in S2, S3, and S4.

As shown by the aforementioned comparison of the five scheduling
strategies, the combined day-ahead and intraday scheduling strategy
proposed in this study—which considers a joint frequency regulation
reserve scheme for wind, photovoltaic, and thermal power—has the
lowest cost and highest new energy accommodation ability under the
premise of ensuring that the steady-state frequency deviation does not
exceed the allowable frequency limits.

5 Conclusion

Based on the differences in operating characteristics between
various frequency regulation resources in the system, a joint
frequency regulation reserve scheme was designed between the
group of NEPPs and thermal power units. A multi-time-scale

scheduling strategy was proposed based on the joint frequency
regulation scheme, and its model was deduced and was solved by
the Gurobi solver in MATLAB. The superiority and limitations to the
scheduling strategy proposed in this paper can be drawn from the
aforementioned analysis as discussed as follows:

5.1 The effectiveness of the scheduling
strategy

1) The frequency regulation capability of new energy and the constraint
of steady-state frequency deviation are both considered in this strategy,
which can improve the frequency regulation capability of the system
and ensure that the steady-state frequency is within the allowable
range.

2) A joint frequency regulation reserve scheme including wind,
photovoltaic, and thermal power was designed in this paper. In the
scheme, the group of NEPPs works in a state of dynamic stepped
output power derating, and the frequency regulation cooperation is
considered. The comparison and analysis show that this scheme has
the smallest new energy frequency regulation reserve power, which
can effectively reduce the power and economic losses caused by the
new energy participating in system frequency regulation.

3) This article proposes a combined day-ahead and intraday power
system scheduling strategy considering the joint frequency
regulation reserve scheme. On one hand, when the intraday
rolling scheduling is carried out, the high-precision new energy
forecast may reduce the frequency regulation demand of the
system, in turn reducing the frequency regulation reserve power
provided by the new energy. On the other hand, considering the
frequency regulation capability of the new energy, the frequency
regulation ability of the system is improved, which can avoid the
large quantity of forced output derating of new energy caused by
insufficient frequency regulation capability of the system.

4) In general, in the combined day-ahead and intraday power system
scheduling strategy considering the joint frequency regulation reserve
scheme across wind, photovoltaic, and thermal power proposed in this
paper, although the output power derating of NEPPs must be carried
out, it improves the frequency regulation capability of the system so as
to avoid a large amount of forced output derating of new energy. The
new energy accommodation and new energy accommodation rate of
the system are both improved.

5.2 The limitations to the scheduling strategy

1) The frequency regulation capability of the NEPPs is affected by the
prediction error value of the new energy output power. If the
prediction error is large, the available reserve capacity for
frequency regulation of new energy power plants in actual
operation will be quite different than in the scheduling plan,
which is described in detail in Section 4.3.1.

2) The dynamic frequency response model of the system has not been
researched in this paper. When the system has a large active power
disturbance for a short time, it may have a very high instantaneous
frequency drop rate due to insufficient system inertia.

3) The strategy proposed in this article is rather simple in terms of
frequency regulation cooperation between NEPPs. Photovoltaic
power plants always have a higher priority for participating in
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frequency regulation than wind power plants, and they must
always set the frequency regulation reserve, which may affect
the enthusiasm of frequency regulation for photovoltaic power
plants. Between different wind power plants, those with higher
output rates are prioritized for power derating, and the operating
status of wind turbines inside the wind power plants is not
considered, which may lead to an increased mechanical loss of
the internal wind turbine during some periods.
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